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Cafeteria staff hours cut
Unexpectedly low sales lead to cutbacks, causing long lines 
 By MISSY JOHNSON
T he already long lines in the cafeteria are likely here to stay, due to a reduction in staff ’s hours. 
Lower than 
e x p e c t e d 
sales have led 
the college’s 
food services 
p r o v i d e r 
Chartwells, to 
cut employ-
ees’ hours by 
about 30 to 60 
minutes per 
person each 
day. 
Laura Preissl, manager of the 
Langara Starbucks who is also acting 
as Chartwells’ kitchen manager, said 
normally hours are cut after the May 
long weekend when sales slow down. 
Preissl said this year’s lower sales 
could be attributed to a number of 
factors, such as snow days or students 
being short on cash. 
One cafeteria worker, who has 
been at Langara for decades, told 
The Voice that she was surprised her 
hours were cut. 
The worker, who asked to remain 
unidentified for fear of reprisals from 
management, said she thought her 
hours were cut because she spoke out 
against treat-
ment towards 
employees. 
When The 
Voice tried to 
speak to cafe-
ter ia work-
ers, reporters 
were told not 
to “harass” staff 
by  R izwan 
Bandali, direc-
tor of food 
services at Langara. 
“Things are burning, things are 
spilling and my ladies are standing 
out here talking to you,” Bandali said. 
Bandali told The Voice to get 
comment from Compass Group 
Canada, the Mississauga-based 
food service company that oversees 
Chartwells. 
Stephanie Baxter, director of 
communications at Compass Group 
Canada, also asked The Voice to stop 
speaking to cafeteria workers. 
“You’re putting them in a very 
awkward spot when you go and try 
to interview them,” Baxter said. 
Tim Hortons, which is also run 
by Chartwells, moved from coffee 
service to offering full meals at the 
end of last school year. Preissl said 
the main cafeteria’s sales could be 
down as a result.  
“It’s taken a lot away from Star-
bucks as well,” Preissl said. 
Preissl said that hours have been 
cut in all cafeteria services, includ-
ing Tim Hortons, but a woman 
who identified herself as the Tim 
Hortons manager said that hours 
have not been reduced in the restau-
rant. The woman, who declined to 
give her name, said that some Tim 
Hortons staff are working overtime. 
Chartwells employees who are 
trained in the main cafeteria are not 
trained to work in Tim Hortons, so 
staff whose hours have been reduced 
can't pick up extra work there, Preissl 
said.
Langara health sciences student, 
Mehtab Kaur, said she’s noticed that 
things are quieter these days at the 
cafeteria compared to last semester.
“It’s less busy now,” she said. 
Despite some students seeing 
quieter times at the cafeteria, others 
complain of long lineups. 
“All the times I’ve come here, it’s 
always busy,’ said psychology student, 
Rena Dacua.
Women 
of B.C. 
stirred
Wilson-Raybould 
moves indigenous 
women to speak 
the truth
 By AUSTIN EVERETT
Kinesiology student Angela Thomas has always been proud to be an Indigenous 
woman, and seeing Jody Wilson-
Raybould stand up to the prime 
minister of Canada has given her 
even more self-confidence living 
in an era where women can speak 
truth to power.
As an Indigenous woman from 
the Pacific Coast who took a 
stand against the prime minis-
ter, Wilson-Raybould has inspired 
other women across the province.
Thomas said the path Wilson-
Raybould set, becoming a cabi-
net minister and resigning, gives 
her something to strive for. Seeing 
Wilson-Raybould challenge tradi-
tional power structures is empow-
ering, Thomas said. 
“Jody is challenging that, which 
is good because it will definitely 
open doors for us challenging the 
system,” said Thomas. 
Wilson-Raybould recently 
resigned from her post after an 
alleged “consistent and sustained 
effort” from government officials to 
intervene in a corruption and fraud 
case involving SNC-Lavalin.  
It was the prime minister who 
invited Wilson-Raybould to lead, 
but she is the one, as an Indigenous 
person, urging women from her 
example, to contend, said Ginger 
Gosnell-Myers, former Aboriginal 
relations manager for the City of 
Vancouver. 
Story continues page 2
Students wait in an extremely long line up for Tim Hortons food service, sometimes longer than 20 minutes. MISSY JOHNSON PHOTO
In its March 7, 2019, 
edition, The Voice erroneously 
stated that there are other 
post-secondary institutions in 
Vancouver that are partnering 
with ArtU. In fact, Langara is 
the only post-secondary insti-
tution that has partnered with 
ArtU to offer a digital arts 
program.
“Things are burning, 
things are spilling and 
my ladies are standing 
out here talking to 
you.”
— RIZWAN BANDALI, DIRECTOR OF FOOD 
SERVICES
10 provinces / 3 territories 
From Alberta to Yukon. They cater 
to campuses across the country.
5 B.C. institutions
BCIT, Douglas College, Capilano 
and UBC universities are also 
served.
8 food locations
On the Langara campus, services 
include Tim Hortons, Starbucks 
and Subway.
SOURCE: DINEONCAMPUS.CA
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Correction
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N ew Westminster residents are going to get the right to ask the city for speed 
humps on their streets – but only if 
they are homeowners, unless some 
councillors are successful in getting 
that changed at the next city council 
meeting.
A new policy proposed by New 
Westminster’s engineering depart-
ment would allow a hump to go in if 
a speed issue is identified by a resi-
dent of the street, brought to the 
attention of the city, and then must 
be supported by at least 50 per cent 
of the residents of that street.
However, only homeowners and 
property managers can have a say 
in this proposed policy, which is 
being brought in to help deal with 
one of New Westminster’s biggest 
problems – traffic.
With New Westminster at the 
dead centre of Metro Vancouver, 
almost half of the region crosses 
through the city daily.
However, the speed-hump poli-
cy’s reliance on homeowners only 
prompted some councillors to ask 
for changes.
Coun. Patrick Johnstone was 
concerned that the proposed speed-
hump policy was excluding neigh-
bourhoods largely populated with 
renters, so he seconded a motion put 
forward by Coun. Mary Trentadue to 
send the policy back for review. 
“I think [this proposed policy] 
was designed to deal with a single-
family neighbourhood, not some of 
our neighbourhoods that have more 
diverse populations,” Johnstone said. 
“I don’t know how this would apply 
to more of our more rental-oriented 
neighbourhoods.”
Victoria Mau, a teacher and New 
Westminster resident who has 
rented in the city for two years, said 
that renters should have the same 
rights as any resident.
“Renters are still paying rent and 
taxes to live in a particular city, so 
they should have a way to voice 
their opinion about changes that 
are happening where they’re living,” 
Mau said. 
Speed humps, not to be mistaken 
for speed bumps that are taller and 
typically found in parking lots, are 
intended to reduce driver speeds 
by approximately 15 kilometres per 
hour. Speed humps, first tested in 
1979, have proven to be an effec-
tive traffic-calming strategy, and 
often reduce the speed of vehicles 
by 40 per cent, although critics have 
said they only cause a temporary 
slowdown.
But the restriction that only 
homeowners can ask for and approve 
them is cause for concern, according 
to one renters’ advocate. 
“I mean, speed humps, no biggie. 
It’s a small thing. But it really does 
illustrate something that’s quite 
systemic and embedded in a lot of 
local government processes which 
are largely oriented towards prop-
erty owners rather than residents,” 
said Karen Sawatzky, the former 
chair of Vancouver’s renters advi-
sory committee. 
She also said that the type of 
home a person has should not deter-
mine whether or not they can voice 
concerns in their municipality.
Another issue that was brought 
up at the council meeting by Tren-
tadue was the notion of having to get 
support from at least 50 per cent of 
people living on the street.
“If we are a city that values walk-
ing and safety over vehicles and driv-
ing, if we the city determine there 
is an issue on the street, why would 
we make someone work harder to 
provide safety on the street?” Tren-
tadue said.
Lisa Leblanc, manager of trans-
portation and engineering services 
in New Westminster, said that they 
want to have at least 50-per-cent 
support from residents to avoid 
complaints.
“Part of it is preemptively dealing 
with the complaints that sometimes 
come when we do things like this, so 
it allows us to say that the majority 
of people on this street support this 
measure,” Leblanc said. 
The New Westminster traffic 
advisory committee is reviewing the 
proposed policy and will present a 
revised version at the next meeting.
Bump in the road
Community planning can benefit from studies
 By KELSEA FRANZKE
A lmost half of Vancouver’s residents don’t feel very connected to their city, don’t have a strong group 
of friends they can rely on, and report 
more mood and anxiety disorders 
than Metro Vancouver on average.
That’s what researchers found 
when they went out to assess the 
health of the Lower Mainland and 
province’s population, asking resi-
dents how they would describe their 
sense of belonging, and how many 
people they have in their network to 
rely on.
Health officials say those results 
are key to understanding the rela-
tionship between social connection 
and health. 
“Those in our community that are 
socially isolated have a 50-per-cent 
increased risk of all-cause mortal-
ity,” said regional epidemiologist 
Ellen Demlow. That’s a more nega-
tive effect than obesity or smoking 
20 cigarettes per day.
People who are highly socially 
connected have a 50-per-cent 
increased chance of longevity, said 
Demlow, who presented the survey 
at Friday’s Metro Vancouver regional 
planning committee meeting, with 
the aim of helping directors under-
stand the importance of social 
connection and social cohesion in 
local community planning. 
The survey found that Bowen 
Island, the North Shore and Delta 
ranked the highest in terms of social 
connection, while people’s sense of 
community belonging in the major-
ity of Vancouver, Burnaby and Rich-
mond fell below average. 
Only 54 per cent of Vancou-
ver residents feel a connection to 
their community, landing below the 
regional average of 56 per cent. 
People with high social connec-
tions, said Demlow, have stronger 
immunity, lower rates of anxiety and 
depression, and greater self-esteem. 
The survey also found that projects 
that directly affect the landscape of a 
community can be extremely benefi-
cial to someone’s sense of belong-
ing, Demlow said. If there were parks 
a n d  w a l k -
ing trails in 
their commu-
nity, people 
repor ted  a 
higher level of 
social connec-
tion. But if 
people  saw 
others using 
those public 
spaces, that 
c o n n e c t i o n 
grew stronger. 
The author-
ity ’s  sur vey 
received 33,000 responses when 
it was sent out in 2013 and 2014. 
About 15,000 of those were within 
the boundaries of Vancouver Coastal 
Health. 
One local organization has seen 
the difference that community 
belonging makes. 
“What I have seen, again and 
again, is someone who’s feeling 
lonely, comes here, makes connec-
tions, makes friends, and they seem 
pretty happy. It does seem to make 
a huge difference in their lives,” 
said Jennifer Gray-Grant, executive 
director at Collingwood Neighbour-
hood House. 
Collingwood has established a 
reputation as the neighbourhood 
house that works to give residents the 
ability to improve their neighbour-
hood culturally, socially and physi-
cally, said Gray-Grant. Groups have 
planted gardens together, hosted 
block parties, and come together to 
make button blankets. Inter-gener-
ational groups, with members aged 
eight to 80, have learned and prac-
tised knitting together. 
“It’s through those small discus-
sions and proj-
ects that people 
begin to make 
a friend and 
get a sense of 
belonging in 
their neigh-
bourhood,” said 
Gray-Grant. 
The impor-
t a n c e  o f 
c o m m u n i t y 
belonging, with 
data to back it 
up, is becoming 
an increasingly 
important factor in city planning, 
said Neal Lamontagne, a Vancouver 
city    planner.
It’s only in the past five or 10 years, 
said Lamontagne, that mental health 
has played a part in the community-
planning process. 
Lamontagne wants to make 
communities that encourage inter-
action. Even casual social links, like 
waving to your neighbour, or recog-
nizing someone at your local grocery 
store, are important. 
“If you’re struggling and you’re 
feeling disconnected, that’s a huge 
deal just to feel part of a neighbour-
hood and a community regardless of 
how long you’ve been there," he said.
 By KIRSTEN CLARKE
"Women" continues from page one
“It’s okay to be the lone voice in 
opposition and to uphold important 
values,” said Gosnell-Myers. She 
added “the price of our value is far 
too low, and Jody has shown us that 
we’re actually worth fighting for.”
Judith Sayers, president of the 
Nuu-chah-nulth Tribal Council, said 
that the “glass ceiling” is shattering. 
Change should include insti-
tutions willing to make space for 
Indigenous women, said Rita 
Merrick, Indigenous education and 
services administrative assistant at 
Langara College.
“It’s an extra motivation for me to 
show up and not be shy to root my 
everyday work relationships in an 
Anishinaabe-Dakota way,” Merrick 
said. 
Deanna Nyce, president and CEO 
of the Wilp Wilxo’oskwhl Nisga’a 
Institute in Northwestern B.C., 
said Indigenous female students 
may look at Wilson-Raybould and 
discover there are many opportuni-
ties for them in Canadian society.
“It’s a good thing to have these 
kinds of role models,” Nyce said.
Health data helps
Raised crosswalk, a type of speed hump, in New Westminster. GOOGLE MAPS 
SCREEN SHOT
Current traffic policy in New West 
excludes renters' point of view
While many Vancouver residents don't feel connected to their city or have strong support groups, community spaces 
can help alleviate feelings of loneliness . PIXABAY PHOTO BY CONNIE_SF
“Those in our 
community that are 
socially isolated have a 
50-per-cent increased 
risk of all-cause-
mortality.”
— ELLEN DEMLOW, REGIONAL EPIDEMIOLOGIST
COMMUNITY CONNECTION
MORE FROM THE LOWER MAINLAND SOURCE: MYHEALTHMYCOMMUNITY.ORG
The North Shore, including Bowen 
Island and Lion's Bay, reports a high 
sense of community belonging. 
68% 49%
Burnaby reports a low sense of   
community belonging. 
53%
Coquitlam falls below the regional 
average for community belonging.
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U-Pass fraud on campus
Students use Facebook page to sell subsidized passes
 By KRISTIAN TREVENA
T ransLink’s transition to the Compass Card system hasn’t stopped Langara students from 
trying to sell their U-Passes on a 
Facebook group dedicated to buying 
and selling used textbooks. 
In 2016, TransLink counted 
nearly 500 posts online trying to 
sell a U-Pass. After linking U-Pass 
to a student’s Compass Card, the 
number of posts online dropped to 
300 in 2017. 
From Feb. 1 to March 13, 2019, 
The Voice counted six posts from 
students looking to buy U-Passes, 
and six posts of students looking to 
sell them. Posts typically had one or 
more comments of interested buyers 
or people offering their U-Passes for 
sale. 
The U-Pass program provides 
post-secondary students with a 
subsidized monthly three-zone tran-
sit pass for $41 per month. The cost 
of the program is a mandatory fee for 
all students included in regular fees. 
Students aren’t able to opt out 
because costs are kept low per 
student by having everyone partic-
ipate in the 
program. A 
regular three-
zone  adul t 
monthly pass 
costs $174. 
M i t h u n a n 
Jegan, a former Langara student, 
posted on the Facebook page that he 
was looking to buy a U-Pass. In a 
message to The Voice, Jegan said he 
is not currently in school and is look-
ing for a way to save money. 
“You might as well take advantage 
of it,” Jegan said.
He said that on average, people 
can save around $30 for a one-
month pass by buying a U-Pass from 
students.
Sgt. Clint Hampton, media rela-
tions officer with Metro Vancouver 
Transit Police, said the consequences 
of using a fraudulent U-Pass depends 
on the situation.
"What they're committing is trans-
portation by fraud," Hampton said. 
"So, it's a Criminal Code offence. 
So, in theory, they could be charged 
with a criminal charge."
Hampton said that people caught 
using a U-Pass that isn't theirs are 
likely to lose the card and receive 
two fines totalling $346. 
 Jegan said that after learning the 
consequences of using someone 
else’s U-Pass from fellow Langara 
students, he is no longer looking to 
buy one. 
Some students say the conse-
quences aren’t high enough. 
“There should be a stricter fine,” 
said Manvir Kaur, a Langara student.
One reddit user posting under the 
username Garble7 said they used 
a friend’s U-Pass for almost six 
months before getting caught and 
receiving two tickets totalling about 
$400. 
H a m p t o n 
also said that 
while U-Pass 
buyers  a re 
more likely to 
be caught than 
those selling 
them, Transit Police do operate proj-
ects to target students who are selling 
their passes online.
Jill Drews, TransLink's senior 
issues management adviser, said 
in an email that the online sales 
of U-Passes will not jeopardize 
the subsidized program for other 
students.
A no-entry sign shows in the turnstiles at Langara-49th Avenue SkyTrain sta-
tion on March 11. Metro Vancouver Transit Police regularly check that people 
are using valid U-Passes issued to them.  KRISTIAN TREVENA PHOTO
Filling 
programs 
a struggle
Department chairs feel 
increasing pressure to 
recruit students
 By CHELSEA LIU
S ome department chairs at Langara are feeling increased pressure to fill seats in their 
programs, because a smaller pool of 
potential applicants means greater 
competition for prospective students. 
“The sheer number of domestic 
students is declining,” said Tomo 
Tanaka, former creative arts and 
industries division chair from 2010 
to 2018. “You’re going to have a 
smaller number of people to choose 
from.”
Tanaka said universities like UBC 
and SFU can adjust their entrance 
requirements to admit as many 
people as they have space for and 
fill their programs, which cuts into 
Langara’s pool of applicants. 
Tanaka said department chairs in 
creative arts and industries take on a 
lot of responsibility for recruitment 
because the programs are so special-
ized. 
“You have theatre arts, photogra-
phy and film. We have very diverse 
recruiting needs so department 
chairs do a lot of targeted marketing 
and recruitment strategies,” Tanaka 
said. 
Colin Mills, department chair of 
geography and geology, said his 
departments are feeling the change.
"We used to have full classes with 
waiting lists. That doesn't seem to 
exist anymore," he said.
Mills said the department usually 
gets enough students through the 
college's general recruitment, but 
they may have to consider ramping 
up recruitment efforts in the future.
Department chairs are paid an 
extra $2,557.97 per year on top of 
a full-time salary to teach three-
quarters of what’s considered full-
time hours and perform extra duties, 
such as hiring faculty and recruit-
ing students. Department chairs also 
work roughly two months during the 
summer to prepare for the coming 
year. 
“It would be nice to have a recruit-
ment officer for just creative arts,” 
Tanaka said. “That would be the ulti-
mate goal.”
Rey Buenaventura, associ-
ate registrar at Langara enrolment 
services said there is a serious 
problem if a program runs at a low 
percentage for multiple years. In that 
case, the college works on recruit-
ment strategies with department 
chairs. 
College unveils new branding
Langara adds 
Musqueam name 
to wordmark 
 By JENNIFER BLAKE
Langara's Musqueam name is displayed on campus banners alongside the English name. JENNIFER BLAKE PHOTO
L angara’s inclusion of its Musqueam name in staff emails and campus posters is 
the first step to setting up an envi-
ronment where reconciliation can 
happen, said Rick Ouellet, Langa-
ra’s director of Aboriginal education 
and services.
Ouellet said the plan is to have 
displayed on equal 
footing to the college's English 
name.
“Now that we have the name we 
want, to take it seriously to create a 
brand where is not 
seen as inferior to Langara. That’s 
the idea behind the dual brand-
ing,” Ouellet said, 
adding that the 
dual wordmark, 
a text-only typo-
graphic of the 
college name, has 
been appearing 
on staff emails for 
about three weeks. 
“ I t ’s  r e a l l y 
respecting that gift 
that we received 
from Musqueam,” 
Ouellet said.
Langara was gifted the name 
(meaning ‘house of 
teaching’ in Musqueam) in 2016. The 
college will include both names in 
all of its branding in the near future.
The City 
of Vancou-
ver’s first ever 
A b o r i g i -
nal relations 
m a n a g e r , 
G i n g e r 
G o s n e l l -
Myers, who 
stepped down 
in 2018, said 
that seeing Indigenous culture repre-
sented visually offers a great sense 
of pride and acknowledgement of 
a culture that was oppressed by the 
Canadian government.
“I think the signal to Indige-
nous students 
is at Lang-
ara , things 
are  chang-
ing,” Gosnell-
Myers said.
G o s n e l l -
Myers said 
she thinks the 
transition feels 
a bit late, but 
that’s normal because Musqueam 
and the two other local First 
Nations in Vancouver are working 
through how their language needs 
are reflected in public spaces.
“Because there’s no clear guide-
line to that process of integrating 
the names, it is going to take a little 
bit longer than people would’ve real-
ized,” said Gosnell-Myers.
Langara student Breanna Dixon 
said she thinks the change shows 
awareness, but the college should be 
careful about using that awareness as 
an advertising tool.
“It’s awesome they’ve done so 
much work with Musqueam people,” 
said Dixon. “It’s a cool statement 
to make to the world that we’re 
honouring this part of our heritage.”
“You might as well take 
advantage of it.”
— MITHUNAN JEGAN, FORMER LANGARA 
STUDENT
Rick Ouellet 
ABORIGINAL EDUCA-
TION AND SERVICES 
DIRECTOR
“It's really respecting 
that gift that we 
received from 
Musqueam.”
— RICK OUELLET, ABORIGINAL EDUCATION AND 
SERVICES DIRECTOR
Number of people aged 15-24 in 
Canada in 2017.
4.5M
4.8M
Number of people aged 15-24 in 
Canada in 1980.
SOURCE: STATSCAN.GC.CA
POPULATION STATS
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ABOVE: A male shopper picks up ambrosia apples from the Kensington Com-
munity Centre-located market.
PICTURED: Leftover fruits and vegetables are displayed after the Community 
Food Markets last Saturday.
RIGHT: A female shopper selects local apples at the Kensington Community 
Centre-located Community Food Market.
LEFT: Janet Yee, a Cedar Cottage Food Network board member, helps to set up the 
Kensington Community Centre-located Community Food Market.
ABOVE: The front enterance to the Kensington Community Centre, where a Community 
Food Market is held every Saturday.
RIGHT: Cedar Cottage Food Network Society's Community Food Market coordinator 
Tiger Adlakcha pulls bins filled with fresh produce for both markets Saturday, March 9. 
C edar Cottage Food Network Society is sell-ing more than vegetables: there’s a more secure food 
system on the menu, and the neigh-
bourhoods they serve are thriving.
“We want to gather more neigh-
bours, so we can all address food 
insecurity,” said Janet Yee, a Cedar 
Cottage Food Network board 
member. Their Community Food 
Markets are held every Saturday 
in both East and South Vancouver. 
Unlike the average farmer’s market, 
which feature expensive and artisanal 
products, the Community Food 
Markets give locals the opportunity 
to access local, organic produce at a 
lower cost. 
Thirty people attended the most 
recent market on Saturday March 9, 
packed into a room typically used as 
a preschool in the basement of Cedar 
Cottage Neighbourhood House at 
10 am. After 20 minutes, the market 
was out of carrots and zucchinis. 
There was one daikon radish remain-
ing and four oranges. 
“Most people come at the begin-
ning, and it’s just a big rush,” said 
Tiger Adlakcha, the Community 
Food Market coordinator.
Again at noon the Kensington 
Community Centre was full of shop-
pers. At both markets, the early birds 
picked the selection nearly clean. 
Shopper Susan Fong said, “it’s 
organic, and everything’s like, a 
dollar, that’s very cheap.”
She also mentioned the conve-
nience of the community centre 
being only five minutes away from 
her home. Many other regular shop-
pers agreed that location was an 
important factor. 
“I live very close,” shopper Bev 
Pellegrin said, of the Cedar Cottage 
market. “Closer than to any store.”
The society puts an emphasis on 
building relationships as part of 
their Community Food Markets 
and skill-building workshops such 
as cooking and gardening.
“Basically, we are building 
community. We educate and 
connect,” Yee said.
“This is what we try to do in this 
space. It’s all about sharing,” Yee 
explained. She also said that regu-
lar shoppers even come to her with 
their family problems since they’ve 
gotten to know each other through 
the market.
“When we have the vegetable 
trading, swapping, that’s when 
people will get to know each other 
better, that feeling of community.”
The produce sold at the Commu-
nity Food Markets is grown season-
ally on various Vancouver-based 
community and school gardens. 
These are run by the Cedar 
Cottage Food Network Society 
runs through programs like their 
Fresh Roots Urban Farm initia-
tive.   Otherwise, the network 
sources its produce from partners 
and farms across B.C., or from 
Mexico. Yee also said there are 
plans to include products such as 
honey and grains in the market over 
the next few months.
With funding from City of 
Vancouver and Vancouver Coastal 
Health they don’t have to compete 
with big box supermarkets, Yee said.
“We try to provide affordable, 
healthy food to the neighbours. So 
we’re not actually competing, in any 
sense, like a store.”
Community 
supported 
by market
Locals in hard-to-reach areas 
get access to healthier, 
affordable organic produce
Stories and photos by Christina Dommer 
SUSTAINABILITY SELLS 
5News&Features
T he 2019 Canada Food Guide recommends seasonal eating and avoiding grocery shop-
ping at convenience stores - and 
locals are listening.
Seasonal eating involves buying 
foods grown in one’s local area when 
they’re at peak supply. As a result, the 
food is fresher, cheaper and better for 
the environment. 
On their website, the B.C. Asso-
ciation of Farmers’ Markets states 
that local produce usually travels 
less than 300 km from farm to plate, 
while the “average North American 
meal travels 2,400 km to get from 
the field to plate and contains ingre-
dients from five countries in addi-
tion to our own.” They also include 
a full list of B.C.’s seasonal produce 
on their website. 
Shoppers at the Cedar Cottage 
Food Network Society markets are 
benefiting from this dietary choice.
At the Kensington location, 
shopper Susan Fong eats seasonally 
because it’s affordable. 
“When it’s not in season, things 
are more expensive,” Fong said. 
Bev Pellegrin, a shopper at the 
Cedar Cottage market, doesn’t think 
she’s sacrificing variety when she 
eats seasonally.
“We supplement with peaches 
that are not in season,” Pellegrin 
said.
For those lack-
ing variety in their 
produce, Yee said 
that a program for 
people who want to 
learn how to grow 
their own food is 
underway.
“We actually 
want people to 
grow more food,” 
Yee said, after 
cleaning up from 
the Kensington 
market. 
“[If ]  they 
don’t know how, 
we have garden 
w o r k s h o p s 
to… let them 
know how.”
» March
Currently apples, cabbage, 
cucumber, kale, kiwi, leek, red 
and yellow onions, peppers and 
tomatoes are locally in season.
» April
Next month kale, peppers, radish, 
rhubarb, spinach, tomatoes and 
cucumbers will be in season 
locally.
» May
This month will bring local 
rhubarb, asparagus, Swiss chard, 
white turnips, peas, mustard 
greens, cucumber, kale, spinach, 
celery, green onions, and mustard 
greens into season.
» Summer 
Summertime brings a vast 
local harvest, including apples, 
apricots, beans, beets, blackber-
ries, broccoli, cabbage, carrots, 
cauliflower, celery, cherries, corn, 
fennel, garlic, lettuce, green onion, 
peas, potatoes, raspberries, 
strawberries, squash, melons, 
plums, blueberries, peaches, 
shallots, nectarines, rutabaga, 
grapes, gooseberries, artichoke, 
parsnip, leek, kale, pears, fennel 
and zucchini.
» Fall
Next fall local produce may 
include brussel sprouts, broccoli, 
apples, carrots, celery, cranber-
ries, parsnip, peppers, potatoes, 
pumpkin, rutabaga, spinach, 
turnips and Swiss chard.
» Winter
During the peak of winter 
(December-February) apples, cab-
bage, carrots, kale, leek, red and 
yellow onions, parnips and pears 
are in season locally. 
SOURCE: BCFARMERSMARKET.ORG
WHAT'S IN SEASON?
IN SOUTH WEST B.C.
Eat, shop with 
the seasons
Seasonal food 
is always grown 
closer to home
LEFT: Janet Yee, a Cedar Cottage Food Network board member, helps to set up the 
Kensington Community Centre-located Community Food Market.
ABOVE: The front enterance to the Kensington Community Centre, where a Community 
Food Market is held every Saturday.
RIGHT: Cedar Cottage Food Network Society's Community Food Market coordinator 
Tiger Adlakcha pulls bins filled with fresh produce for both markets Saturday, March 9. 
Stories and photos by Christina Dommer 
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L ike other spiritual and reli-gious practices, ancestral healing can be a controver-
sial subject, with critics often view-
ing it as a scam designed to prey on 
vulnerable people.
But our individual lack of belief 
in something 
doesn’t neces-
sarily make it a 
scam.
Ancestral heal-
ing is essentially 
based around the 
belief that you 
can reach out 
to your ances-
tors and heal 
their unresolved 
trauma. 
It is also based 
around the belief that you are heavily 
impacted by the emotional patterns 
of your ancestors, so by healing them, 
you are also healing yourself.
We can find many of these prac-
tices right here in Vancouver, as close 
to Langara College as Mountain 
View Cemetery.
We shouldn’t scrutinize people for 
their spiritual beliefs alone. What 
matters is the impact those beliefs 
and practices have on our life.
There isn’t any hard proof that 
ancestral healing works, but there 
is some psychological evidence that 
unresolved issues can be passed 
down from generation to generation. 
In cases where children grow 
up with an abusive and/or  violent 
parent, the child will usually mirror 
these behaviours as an adult and 
pass it on to their children, creating 
a continuous cycle. 
The same pattern is also often 
observed in cases of drug and alco-
hol abuse.
In psychology however, these 
patterns are explained as social learn-
ing rather than spiritual baggage as 
ancestral healing would claim it to 
be.
But whether or not ancestral heal-
ing works, there is no sure way to 
know.
Spiritual practices can’t be proven 
true or false by generally accepted 
methods like science, nor would it 
matter if they could. This isn’t about 
whether it’s “real” or not. 
What really matters is if these 
practices help people and if they 
bring peace and positivity to their 
lives.
Based on the amount of people 
who practise ancestral healing and 
swear by it, these practices really 
make a positive impact on many 
people’s lives, whether they “work” 
or not.
I f you’re encouraging those who come from other post-secondary institutions to transfer to Lang-
ara, don’t be surprised about a lack of 
school culture.
One of Langara’s most touted 
features, what it claims sets it apart 
from other post-secondary institu-
tions, is its transfer credits system. 
Up to 60 percent of your  gradu-
ation requirements for Langara can 
be transferred from another college 
or university, which makes it an 
ideal institution for those who have 
already graduated. 
But why should students care about 
Langara's extracurricular features or 
its special events? They came to the 
school for their grades, not because 
of the basketball team. And since it's 
not the first 
post-second-
ary institu-
tion they've 
attended, its 
unlikely they 
would hold 
any special 
connection to 
Langara.
This creates 
its own sort 
of loop where 
no one cares 
enough to improve the situation. 
Students transfer to Langara for 
their grades, ignoring extracurricular 
activities available here, which leads 
to fewer demands for such activi-
ties. This results in faculty ignoring 
the issue, which in turn just leads 
to potential students passing up 
Langara in favor of post-second-
ary schools with a stronger campus 
culture.
One possible solution would be to 
increase advertising towards younger 
potential students, particular those 
just graduating from high school. 
As students fresh out of high 
school, Langara would be their first 
post-secondary institution. In a 
larger new environment like Lang-
ara, they would naturally gravitate 
towards people with similar experi-
ences and interests. 
They’d seek out clubs and events 
that appeal to them, and be more 
entrenched in social experiences at 
Langara.
If Langara wishes to decrease its 
transfer culture, changes are desper-
ately needed, either in advertising 
towards a younger population or in 
the building of extracurricular activi-
ties on campus. 
Otherwise, Langara will just be 
an empty shell of what it actually 
could be.
OPINION
JENNIFER 
BLAKE
OPINION
AGAZY 
MENGESHA
I n 2011 when the U-Pass system was expanded to 11 post-secondary schools in Metro Vancouver, Trans-
Link was estimated to have lost $15 
million to $20 million because of 
U-Pass fraud. Eight years later, this 
problem persists. 
Some people are getting away with 
it too easily.
U-Passes are not allowed to be 
used by anyone other than the 
student who activated it with their 
student account, but students are still 
transferring them. There needs to be 
more done on stopping the online 
sale of U-Passes. 
For example, sites like Craigslist 
and Facebook, 
where people 
post their cards 
for sale, need 
to stop illegal 
activities like 
U-Pass fraud. 
Users should 
report  such 
activities and 
the sites must 
t a k e  d o w n 
these transac-
tions as soon as 
possible. If anyone is caught trying 
to sell their U-Pass, they should be 
reported to TransLink or the tran-
sit police. 
The U-Pass is a privilege for 
students, who don’t need to pay to 
renew the card each month or reload 
the card with money. 
In 2011, it was reported that 
TransLink threatened to cancel the 
U-Pass program, though that turned 
out to be incorrect. However, if fraud 
continues, they would be well within 
their right to do so.
 The U-Pass should be similar to 
your student ID with a name, picture 
and student number. If you have your 
name and photo on your U-Pass, 
transit security will easily know it is 
yours when you present it for inspec-
tion.  
Inspections should increase at the 
Langara-49th Avenue Station and 
other transit stations close to post-
secondary schools, where U-Pass 
fraud is most likely to take place.   
This would prevent former 
students from selling their U-Pass 
once they graduate or leave school. 
A student should be required to 
turn in their U-Pass to their school 
before they graduate, just like return-
ing overdue books.
U-Pass fraud still exists and no one 
is doing anything about it. 
Letting it continue may cost the 
transit system millions of dollars, 
and may force TransLink to make 
changes to the U-Pass program that 
could affect students greatly. 
U-Pass fraud is too broad
Fresh blood needed for culture
Don't fix 
what's 
not 
broken
U-Pass fraud is a continuing problem for transit authorities, with TransLink losing $15 million to $20 million from fraud in 2011. TAESA HODEL ILLUSTRATION
OPINION
JOSHUA 
REY
“This isn't about 
whether it's real or 
not.”
“This creates its own 
sort of loop where 
no one cares enough 
to improve the 
situation.”
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The description of a recent sold-out event at Mountain View Cemetery stated participants could "expect to engage lineage ancestors in heart-centered ritual 
through prayer/song, visioning practices, and group dialogue." RENA MEDOW PHOTO
M ore Vancouverites are seeking out the prac-tice of ancestral heal-ing due to a growing 
awareness of historical guilt, accord-
ing to a local healing practitioner.
Shuana Janz said some Western-
ers want to resolve the historical 
role they’ve played in oppressing 
other cultures. Janz co-lead a recent 
“Ancestral Lineage Healing Inten-
sive” at Mountain View Cemetery 
March 1-3. 
The sold-out event, which cost 
participants $500, “embraces the the 
relationship of ancestral engage-
ment with cultural healing and 
decolonization work,” as stated on 
the event’s website.
“We're kind of in a crisis to say it 
bluntly,” Janz said. “With the state 
of our world right now, I think 
many of us are yearning for a sense 
of belonging.”
Angela Prider, one of several local 
healing practitioners said the popu-
larity of ancestry.com and DNA 
tests over the 
past 10 years 
has allowed 
p e o p l e  t o 
open the door 
to their ances-
tors.
“A lot of 
white people 
don't under-
stand we are 
our ancestors. 
They are your 
blood. They 
are your DNA,” Prider said. “We 
have a responsibility to amend the 
mistakes that our ancestors made.”
Some clients who have had trans-
formative experiences with ances-
tral healing say the benefits go 
beyond familial or historical recon-
ciliation. Elise de Villiers, who has 
tried ancestral healing, said the loss 
of ancestral connection may even 
have played a 
part in climate 
change. 
“We don't 
know  how 
seven gener-
a t ions  ago 
affect us. Our 
First Nations 
here talk about 
it all the time. 
E v e r y t h i n g 
we do has to 
be thought 
through for seven generations. Now 
we don't even think through one,” 
de Villiers said. 
Like other forms of alternative 
medicine, ancestral healing has its 
skeptics. An online thread about the 
founder of the teachings offered at 
the Mountain View healing inten-
sive, Daniel Foor, has been viewed 
over 13,800 times. 
An administrator of the website, 
newagefraud.org, criticized Foor’s 
teachings for being a “confused 
mishmash of a number of tradi-
tions.” Some posters defended Foor.
Prider said she has researched 
the way her ancestors honoured 
their ancestors to develop her own 
practice.
The administrator also criticized 
Foor for charging money to perform 
ceremonies. 
Janz said that being a ritualist is 
a career that deserves payment just 
like any other.
“We put a lot of investment in 
getting good at what we're doing 
and getting effective results,” 
she said.
Lessons from the passed 
Western guilt prompts locals to seek out ancestral healing 
 By RENA MEDOW
In the March 7, 2019, 
edition, The Voice erroneously 
stated the National Film 
Board of Canada aimed to 
have gender parity amongst 
its directors within the next 
year. 
In fact, the NFB had parity 
the last two years.
Podcast club the new book club 
Ian Bushfield (left) and Scott de Lange Boom produce PolitiCoast at Pod-
stream Studios in Vancouver. They used to record the podcast from de Lange 
Boom's basement. MAXIM FOSSEY PHOTO
Global phenom-
enon is uniting 
local listeners
T he ability of podcasts to create a sense of friendship between the listener and the 
host is uniting local communities of 
listeners, says the leader of a local 
podcast club.
Podcast enthusiasts from around 
the globe come together once a 
month for the Podcast Brunch Club, 
where they discuss podcasts related 
to a monthly theme. The Vancouver 
brunch club chapter, organized by 
Daniel Mathews, is one of a growing 
number of chapters worldwide, with 
clubs in cities from Washington to 
Moscow to Shanghai.
Adela Mizrachi, founder of the 
first PBC in Chicago, said she is 
honoured that so many people are 
joining the brunch club, and are 
willing to be open and connect 
with strangers. 
“I’m completely amazed and 
shocked to be honest, that it turned 
into something as big as it did,” 
Mizrachi said.
As podcasting continues to 
increase in popularity, Mizrachi said 
she thinks that podcast club could be 
the new book club. 
“Podcasts lend themselves into 
a multitasking society, and books 
are hard to dedicate time into,” 
Mizrachi said.
Local co-hosts Ian Bushfield and 
Scott de Lange Boom said they 
started producing PolitiCoast in Oct. 
2016 to fill a B.C. politics niche that 
they hadn’t yet heard in the form of 
a podcast.
Bushfield said the minimal equip-
ment needed to produce podcasts is 
a big part of why the community of 
content is continuing to grow.
“It’s so easy in fact, to get a podcast 
out there that the joke is: what’s two 
guys and a microphone? It’s just 
a podcast,” he said. “With that it 
means there’s a lot better content 
out there.”
 By MAXIM FOSSEY
Langara 
has few 
social 
structures
T he places most post-second-ary students spend their time building relationships—the 
campus pub, the fitness centre, the 
residences—Langara doesn’t have.
Though relationships students 
build in university and college can 
last a lifetime, in the shorter term, 
they can help students feel less 
lonely and that they are part of a 
community.
David Erasmus, a second-year 
theatre student at Langara and 
a former University of Alberta 
student, said if there was a residence 
at Langara, there would be a stronger 
sense of unity right away.
“I think there’d be more friend-
ship, less isolation as you walk down 
the halls,” Erasmus said. “More of 
like ‘Oh yeah, there’s that guy who 
was at that party that one time.’”
Yvonne Ohara, manager of alumni 
relations at Langara, said graduates 
sometimes forget 
after they transfer 
to another institu-
tion that they are 
still considered 
Langara alumni.
“ They  have 
m e m o r i e s  o f 
Langara and the 
education they got 
here,” Ohara said. 
“But they don’t 
necessarily understand that they are 
still considered one of our alumni.”
Many students who attend a 
transfer school, like Langara, do it 
to improve their grades for a better 
chance at being accepted into a 
university.
Computer science student Jeff 
Schwanebeck came to Langara 
because he wasn’t accepted at his 
first choice of post-secondary 
institutions.
 Schwanebeck said he applied for 
and had hoped to get into SFU, but 
ended up at Langara instead. Now 
in his second year here, he said he’s 
glad he chose to come to a transfer 
school first.
 “They have smaller classes instead 
of big auditoriums, and the profes-
sors, in my experience, are a lot more 
personable here,” said Schwanebeck.
Some students, like Gurvir Kaur, 
decide just to go to transfer school 
for a diploma and then head straight 
into the workforce.
 “I want to study first and then 
when I’m finished I’ll think about if I 
want to do it again or not,” Kaur said. 
Residences would 
make students feel 
like they were part of a 
community: student
 By TIERNEY GRATTAN
Yvonne Ohara 
MANAGER  OF 
ALUMNI RELATIONS
“Everything we do has 
to be thought through 
seven generations. 
Now we don't even 
think through one.”
— ELISE DE VILLIERS,
ANCESTRAL HEALING CLIENT
Correction
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Ontario Lightning (white) and Alberta Roughnecks (blue) compete at the 2019 Vancouver Invitational, an annual wheelchair rugby tournament hosted this past 
weekend at the Richmond Oval. PHOTO BY JOSHUA REY
Constraints led to creation
Inventor of wheelchair rugby surprised at international reach
Duncan Campbell never thought messing around with friends in a gym would lead to the creation 
of a Paralympic sport.
Campbell, who became a quadri-
plegic after diving accident, created 
wheelchair rugby with some friends 
at a small gym in Winnipeg in 1976. 
They wanted to play a sport other 
than wheelchair basketball, so they 
came up with the idea for wheelchair 
rugby. The name they originally came 
up with was ‘murderball’.
“It just started with me and some 
of my friends who were also quad-
riplegics,” Campbell said. “At the 
time, people like us could only play 
wheelchair basketball. We were in a 
gym playing it, and we started to fool 
around and the idea just came about.”
Over the years, it has grown world-
wide and became an official sport 
at the 2000 Paralympic Games in 
Sydney, Australia.
Campbell, who recruits and 
mentors players for Team BC, which 
finished in 6th place at the annual 
Vancouver Invitational earlier this 
month at the Richmond Oval, said 
there was little challenge in creating 
the sport.
“Some people thought that any 
wheelchair sport should have an able-
body counterpart. It was a blockade 
but it didn’t last long.”
Wheelchair rugby is played indoors 
on a hard floor court in teams of four. 
Using a volleyball instead of a rugby 
ball, the wheelchair sport has a lot of 
physical contact. The forward pass is 
allowed, unlike in rugby where play-
ers can only pass backwards.
Campbell said he's happy to see 
how the sport and 
the equipment 
have developed.
“I never thought 
wheelchair rugby 
would be this 
successful at the 
time,” Camp-
bell said. “It has 
expanded to 40 
countries and the 
wheelchairs are 
more suitable for 
the game then before.”
Nathan Bragg, communications 
coordinator at the BC Wheelchair 
Sports Association, admires Camp-
bell for his constant dedication and 
support.
“Duncan is an amazing guy,” Bragg 
said. “Without him, myself and others 
wouldn’t be where we are today. He is 
always involved with the sport and 
community, and gives back.”
Joel Ewert, a wheelchair rugby 
player for Team BC, also has a lot of 
respect for Campbell, and is grateful 
he recruited him.
“Duncan is an inspiration to every-
one,” Ewert said. “He taught us that 
your little idea could make a big 
impact on people.”
Campbell hopes the sport will 
grow even more.
“I hope the game keeps expand-
ing,” he said. “I also hope it 
continues to bring people with 
disabilities together.”
 By JOSHUA REY
Duncan 
Campbell
FOUNDER OF WHEEL-
CHAIR RUGBY
Team on edge 
Falcons seeded 
last at basketball 
CCAA nationals 
The Langara men’s basketball team is feeling confident, despite the pressures of 
hosting this year’s national cham-
pionships as an underdog team.
 Langara is hosting the 2019 
Canadian Collegiate Athletic Asso-
ciation Men’s Basketball National 
Championship at the Langley 
Events Centre from March 13 to 
16. The Langara Falcons entered 
the tournament ranked last out of 
the eight teams from across Canada.
Langara has not participated in 
the championship since 2015, when 
it tied for 5th place with Holland 
College from Prince Edward Island.
 Coach Paul Eberhardt said the 
lower ranking has actually made 
the upcoming championship less 
daunting.
 “I think there’s less pressure on 
us,” Eberhardt said. “The number 
one seed is supposed to beat us.”
 Grant Galbraith, who plays 
centre for the Falcons, said the 
team’s lower ranking at the cham-
pionships could actually provide 
them with an advantage.
 “Teams won’t be expecting us to 
make as much noise as we plan on 
making,” Galbraith said. “Maybe 
they’ll take us more lightly and 
we’ll be able to surprise some teams 
and make a run at the champion-
ship.”
The team has had a rocky season 
so far. According to Eberhardt, 
injuries and player dropouts made 
for a difficult beginning.
 Despite the team’s challenging 
start and underdog status, Eber-
hardt said he still has hope of 
success, though no expectations. 
 “No number eight seed has ever 
won the tournament,” Eberhardt 
said. “So I guess we’d kind of like 
to be the first.”
 While a low ranking may take 
pressure off of players, Langara’s 
director of athletics and intra-
murals, Jake McCallum, said that 
hosting the championships puts 
pressure on the school.
 “You’re hosting and you want 
to put your best foot forward,” 
McCallum said. “It’s always nice to 
get some wins at nationals.”
 By LIAM HILL-ALLAN
Alexa Leynes and Tyler Anderson model the new Musqueam uniforms that 
will be worn for the first time at the 2019 CCAA Men's Basketball National 
Championship. See story next week. PHOTO COURTESY OF LANGARA COMMUNICATIONS
Not just 
on the 
sidelines
Competitive cheer-
leaders struggle to be 
recognized as athletes
C ompetitive cheerleading has emerged as its own sport with international recogni-
tion, yet some still view it as an activ-
ity that is supplementary to other 
sports.   
The main challenge in making 
cheerleading its own entity in sports 
requires convincing industry leaders 
to take it seriously, said one coach.
 Karen Fraser, a cheerlead-
ing coach, said this was one of her 
biggest struggles when establish-
ing her competitive cheer company, 
Midnight Cheer, in 2006. 
 “When I wanted to open my 
own business, it was hard because 
people didn’t look at cheerleading as 
a sport,” Fraser said. 
The team, based in South Vancou-
ver, recently competed at the Aloha 
Spirit Championships in Phoenix, 
Arizona, af ter 
training for weeks.
At the champi-
onships there were 
12 competitive 
cheer companies 
from all around 
North America, 
each with multiple 
teams competing 
at various levels.
Fr a s e r  w a s 
introduced to cheerleading when 
she began cheering for her high 
school cheer squad in Ontario. After 
moving to Vancouver, she cheered 
for the BC Lions and founded 
Midnight Cheer. Fraser said people 
still see it as a halftime show for 
football. She said people don’t see 
the athletics and hard work involved.
 “You have to maintain a certain 
level of physical fitness in order to 
do tumbling and stunts,” Fraser said. 
 Keri Lewis, media relations for 
the B.C. Cheerleading Association, 
said the challenge for competitive 
cheer is still the societal perception 
that cheer is not a serious sport. 
 “The B.C. Cheerleading Associa-
tion works very hard to educate the 
general public on what cheerleading 
actually is,” Lewis said. 
 She also said the physical practice 
of cheer has changed too.
 “Athletic calibrew has gone up 
exponentially,” Lewis said. 
Midnight Cheer has three prac-
tices per week and most team 
members are high school students. 
Grade 12 student Sasha Predojevic, 
a base for Midnight Cheer, said the 
athletics involved in cheerleading is 
something people should notice. 
 “It’s hard, tiring work, we train a 
lot, we do a lot of cardio and strength 
training,” Predojevic said. 
 By CHELSEA LIU
» All-male activity
1923 - Female students were 
finally allowed to cheerlead.
» Cheer association
1948 - The National Cheerleading 
Association was founded.
» Competition
1980s - Competitive cheerleading 
gained popularity over school-
based cheer.                      
                   SOURCE: VARSITY.COM
CHEERLEADING FIRSTS
Karen Fraser
FOUNDER OF  
MIDNIGHT CHEER
